
Dr. Anthony Fauci now admits the mRNA Covid
vaccines hardly work and might not be approvable
In fact, a bombshell paper he co-authored last month suggests ALL vaccines for common
respiratory viruses may face intractable hurdles. And that's not even the worst news. I'm not
exaggerating.
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Last month, three scientists pointed out �u shots barely work and couldn’t be approved based on
the standards used for vaccines like measles:

“A�er more than 60 years of experience with in�uenza vaccines, very little improvement in vaccine

prevention of infection has been noted… our best approved in�uenza vaccines would be inadequate for
licensure for most other vaccine-preventable diseases.” [emphasis added]

True. Several rigorous papers have proven that �u shots are placebos masquerading as public
policy.

But the same scientists then compared our beloved and groundbreaking Covid vaccines to those

pointless �u jabs:

As variant SARS-CoV-2 strains have emerged, de�ciencies in these [Covid] vaccines reminiscent of
in�uenza vaccines have become apparent.

Just who are these vicious anti-vax rebels?

Three researchers at the National Institutes for Health. Including one whose name may ring a
bell: the now-retired Dr. Anthony S. Fauci.

Yet the Covid/�u shot comparison is only one of the article’s bombshells.

At its core, the piece raises the question of whether any vaccines can ever work well enough to
matter against bugs like common coronaviruses, in�uenza, and RSV.

And that question hides an even more troubling one, one the authors do not ask: have our e�orts
to beat Sars-Cov-2 by driving our immune response in ways it was not designed to go caused

dangers we are only beginning to understand?

—

(I WAS GONNA PAYWALL THIS ONE, BUT IT’S TOO IMPORTANT. SUBSCRIBE ANYWAY.)

—

(Mistakes were made.)
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Long before the coronavirus hit, Fauci and scientists who specialize in vaccine development
knew �u shots hardly worked. They knew they needed a better vaccine to beat Sars-Cov-2.

As Covid spread around the world in early 2020, they believed they had found one: jabs that had a
completely di�erent mechanism of action than in�uenza vaccines.

Flu shots are old-school “inactivated virus” vaccines. They contain actual in�uenza viruses
grown in chicken eggs and treated with formaldehyde so they cannot reproduce.

Fauci and his colleagues at Warp Speed, the federal program that developed the Covid shots,
decided to focus on mRNA biotechnology to make a next-generation vaccine.

The Covid vaccines consist of a strand of genetic code - mRNA - that tells our cells to make a

piece of the coronavirus called the spike protein, along with a tiny fat globe that encases the
mRNA and helps bring it to our cells. (mRNA occurs naturally, but the mRNA in the vaccines has
been subtly modi�ed to make it easier to deliver to our cells and more potent when it arrives.)

In the most basic way, mRNA vaccines work.

That is, they make our cells produce huge amounts of the spike protein. They cause a powerful
response with high levels of anti-spike protein antibodies, far more than our immune systems

produce in response to an actual coronavirus infection. Fauci and other scientists hoped those
antibodies would have a strong and lasting protective e�ect.

—
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Only they didn’t.

As Ken Frazier, the then-chief executive of Merck, which is history’s most successful vaccine
company but which rapidly ended its e�orts at a coronavirus vaccine, warned in 2020:

There are a lot of examples of vaccines in the past that have stimulated the immune system, but ultimately
didn't confer protection.

Frazier was right.

We now have two years of real-world data on the mRNAs, based on billions of doses. Putting side
e�ects aside, they work extremely well against Covid - for about four months a�er the second dose.

A�er that, their e�ectiveness rapidly wanes. It falls to zero against coronavirus infection and
transmission within a few months. In fact, we have increasing evidence that it eventually turns
negative - that vaccinated people are MORE likely to get Covid repeatedly than the
unvaccinated.

(Mo’ doses, mo’ problems)

SOURCE

—

What about severe disease and death from Covid? Early on, the mRNAs prevent those too,
because if you don’t get infected with the coronavirus, you can’t die from it.
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What about a�er they stop working against infection? What about now? In truth, no one knows.
Fauci and vaccine advocates will insist forever that the mRNAs retain some e�ectiveness against
severe disease and death.

But their evidence comes almost entirely from epidemiological studies that compare the results
in non-random groups of vaccinated and unvaccinated people. The problem is that these studies
cannot be trusted because vaccinated people are healthier as a group than unvaccinated people
(and the gap has likely increased with each booster).

This is exactly the same reason that in�uenza shots seem to work against pneumonia EVEN

BEFORE PEOPLE RECEIVE THEM. Flu vaccines are a marker for health, not a driver of health.

—

At the same time, the coronavirus has mutated against the vaccines exactly as some
immunologists predicted. It has changed its spike to defeat the mRNA-generated antibodies.

Worse, e�orts to update the vaccine against the new Omicron variants do not work, probably
because the �rst generation vaccines leave such a powerful imprint on the immune system.

The upshot is that Covid vaccines, like �u vaccines, appear to be - at best - ine�ective on a
population basis.

Two years a�er mass mRNA vaccinations began, the wealthy countries that used them are still
having mass Covid waves and signi�cant deaths, mainly in the same very elderly people who
have died from Covid all along. Poorer countries that used other vaccines are not reporting many

Covid cases or deaths anymore, but whether that’s because they don’t have them or have just
stopped counting is not clear.

So the Covid vaccines work mechanistically as promised. Only they don’t actually do any long-
term good.

—

And Fauci and his co-authors know where to lay the blame. On the human immune system.

It’s not me (or my vaccines) - it’s you!

No, seriously.

As the paper explains, we spend our lives breathing an almost in�nite variety of threats:

Because humans inhale and ingest enormous quantities of exogenous proteins with every breath and
mouthful, the respiratory and gastrointestinal immune compartments have evolved to deal with continual

and massive antigenic assaults from the outside world.

Thus our immune systems have learned to make a distinction between relatively minor
respiratory viruses like in�uenza and RSV - which have “a short duration of illness and a
typically uncomplicated course” - and far more serious intruders like measles, which replicate
systemically and can kill even young and healthy people.

The serious threats rouse the full complement of our immune defenses. And if we beat them, we
end up with lifetime immunity. The minor viruses do not:

As a result, the non-systemically replicating respiratory viruses, apparently including SARS-CoV-2 tend to
repeatedly re-infect people over their lifetimes without ever eliciting complete and durable protection.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2215780


—

Any virologist or immunologist will tell you that - in the words of Science magazine:

For many infectious diseases, naturally acquired immunity is known to be more powerful than vaccine-

induced immunity and it o�en lasts a lifetime.

But our immune systems aren’t trying to provide lifetime protection against the minor respiratory
viruses. We’d rather live with them and the minor threats they represent, instead of blowing up
our own bodies to defeat an infection that will likely last only a few days.

In Fauci’s words, we have made an

immunologic “Faustian bargain” between tolerance versus infection control [allowing] transient,
moderated infection by respiratory agents of low or intermediate pathogenicity to restrain the destructive
forces of an immune elimination response.

In other words, the natural human response to real coronaviruses is NOT long-lasting immunity.
And vaccines are not as e�ective as real viruses in provoking an immune response. How, then,
could a coronavirus vaccine provide such immunity?

—

Two years ago, the geniuses of virology and immunology thought they had the answer.

The mRNA Covid jabs were designed to overcome evolution and make us do something we had
evolved NOT to do. They fooled our immune systems into a much more powerful response than
it would otherwise have to Sars-Cov-2, producing supra-naturally high levels of IgG antibodies.

Those super-high antibody levels were supposed to be a feature, not a bug. They were the reason
that the mRNAs suppressed infection.

But we now know that the body quickly returns those antibody levels to normal.

Worse, if we force them higher again with repeated booster shots, our immune system will
respond by producing a kind of antibody normally seen primarily as a response to non-

replicating allergens, not viruses.

In other words, our immune systems appear to respond very unfavorably in the long run to the
provocation from the mRNAs.
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The paper ends on a stunning note:

Past unsuccessful attempts to elicit solid protection against mucosal respiratory viruses and to control the

deadly outbreaks and pandemics they cause have been a scienti�c and public health failure…

We are excited and invigorated that many investigators and collaborative groups are rethinking, from the
ground up, all of our past assumptions and approaches to preventing important respiratory viral diseases
and working to �nd bold new paths forward.

Wait, what?

Past unsuccessful attempts?

From the ground up?

Fauci just helped spearhead the e�ort to push a new type of vaccine on the world. A�er only a
few months of testing, the United States and other countries injected their citizens with more
than 3 billion doses of mRNA.

Yet with these words, Fauci is admitting that e�ort has failed completely. He’s not excluding the

mRNAs from “past unsuccessful attempts” that “have been a public health failure.” He’s not
saying they can form the basis for “bold new paths.”

He’s washing his hands of them - and whatever the long-term consequences of their failed e�ort
to rewire the immune system may be.
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Tony Fauci is lucky.

He’s 82.

It’ll be up to the rest of us to deal with what he’s done.
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BARRY ISAACS Feb 8

Being a retired criminal defense and corporate tax lawyer with a Classical educational background, I
instinctively rejected the mRNA kool-aid, the masks, the social distancing, etc. notwithstanding being
married to a ‘we’re all gonna die’ woman who embraced everything I rejected. And so with each
passing day, month and year, I remain grateful that I faded the regnant lunacy. If the worst that could
be said about the ongoing vaccination fiasco was that it doesn’t work, I might be somewhat charitable
towards those who may have meant well by foisting this junk on us. But there is increasing evidence
that this stuff may be harmful. Indeed, today I read that one researcher claims that what may be
causing young folks to unexpectedly die is that the mRNA vaccines are accelerating the aging
process in their bodies. How sad if true. I will be 73 this year and remain in the trim, take no drugs and
walk 6-8 miles daily. I am aging the right way and wish the same for everyone else.
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Writes Brad Euphoric Recall Feb 8

Though we’re constantly bombarded with reasons to believe otherwise, Americans are often uniquely
addled by a native idealism that makes us reluctant to believe unsettling truths about our noble
overlords. Those of us with half a brain don't have that issue with Fauci. He is, and always has been, a
lying pharma shill.

https://euphoricrecall.substack.com/p/how-fauci-wrecked-the-pandemic-response
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